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From the Director

Innovation, Creativity & Capital at The University of Texas at Austin

May 15, 2015
Friends and Fellows of the IC² Institute:
Spring and summer greetings from the IC² Institute!
As you can tell from this issue of UPDATE, much has happened at the Institute since the
previous issue of UPDATE was published in December 2014. Indeed, the Institute’s virtual
cornucopia of activities and events is overflowing. In addition to the usual multitude of Institute
activities and events, the Institute hosted or sponsored nearly two dozen events at SXSW,
carried out a very successful interactive workshop involving more than 135 Portuguese and
Central Texas firms, venture capitalists, and incubator/accelerator managers (thanks to Marco
Bravo!), and experienced an exciting biennial Fellows meeting.
Some five dozen-plus Fellows participated in the Fellows meeting, and as far as I can tell,
the Fellows were more engaged this year than ever before. What pleased me the most was
their engagement in the Institute’s strategic planning process. For numerous reasons, including
the organizational changes taking place in both the University and the University System, it
is imperative that the Institute undertake a systematic, thorough, and intellectually rigorous
examination of its genesis, history, and future. The suggestions, insights, and comments of the
Fellows during and after the meeting stimulated my thinking tremendously and will serve as
a driving force underlying the Institute’s strategic plan. My heartfelt thanks go out to all the
Fellows participating in the meeting.
Last week Matt Kammer-Kerwick (a research scientist in the Bureau of Business Research)
and I published an op-ed piece in the Washington Post. Here is a link to the piece if you are
interested in reading it: http://wpo.st/hHyG0.
In this piece we argue that now is the time to “invest in a diversified and inclusive portfolio
of entrepreneurs.”  The Institute is fully committed to addressing the challenge set forth in the
Post op-ed, and I encourage all of you to join with the Institute in doing so.

Robert A. Peterson
Robert A. Peterson
Director, IC² Institute  
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The IC² Institute’s Global Reach: 2015 Fellows Meeting

O

n April 22-24, IC² Institute Fellows met at the AT&T
Conference and Education Center. The Fellows program
recognizes peers of the Institute—premier talent from academia,  
business, government, and entrepreneurial support groups—that
contribute to the reputation, reach, and research capacity of the IC²
Institute. There are currently 193 active Fellows from across the
United States as well as Australia, Brazil, China, Colombia, Egypt,
Israel Italy, Japan, Malta, Mexico, Portugal, Russia, Singapore,
South Korea, the United Kingdom, and Taiwan.
It is a network built over time. Some Fellows are former students
of George Kozmetsky, founder of the IC² Institute, who offered his
mentorship to those who impressed him and were willing to meet
at 4:30 a.m.—the ante required to receive his advice. Other Fellows
include research staff of the Institute who worked directly with Dr.
Kozmetsky over the years—each intellect sharpening and being
sharpened by the edge of the other (sometimes generating sparks).
Historically, Fellows have also reflected Kozmetsky’s personal
peer group that included W.W. Cooper and Nobel Prize winner Ilya
Prigogine. Each director of the Institute has added to the roster of
Fellows. Director Robert Peterson has recently named three new
Fellows: Victoria Crittendon of Babson College, José Mendonça
of the University of Porto (Portugal), and Gary Hoover of Austin,
Texas.

A Day of Unstructured Problems
This year’s meeting began with a reception Thursday afternoon.
Friday morning, Juan Sanchez and Robert Peterson extended a
welcome to the Fellows, and Greg Pogue provided a brief overview
of the Institute’s evolving strategic plan. In the second session,
five breakout groups discussed the IC² Institute’s strategic plan in
depth—led by group “scribes” Marco Bravo, Mark Calhoun, Gil
Cloyd, Bruce Kellison, and Greg Pogue.
Following lunch, Moris Simson addressed the group with the
presentation Untold Lessons from the Great Recession. Simson
described the unique history of recent years in which the entire globe
has faced recession and how today’s “progress” toward recovery
shows that, in fact, even the G7 nations have lost ground overall.
According to Simson, nations today face increased debt, unfettered
global finance, unassured deleveraging despite low interest rates,
and weaker currency—in a world where prosperity cannot be
fueled by monetary policy alone. It is an unstructured problem: the
kind that the Institute’s “Think and Do” research has classically
Upper left: IC² Institute Director Robert A. Peterson addresses the Fellows group
and Vice President for Research Juan Sanchez. Photo by C. Franke. Far left: Gil
Cloyd leads a breakout session. Photo by M. Cotrofeld. Near left: Gary Hoover,
Victoria Crittendon, Lynn Schneider, and Brad Zehner discuss strategies for the
IC² Institute. Photo by C. Franke.
Right top: José Mendonça (Portugal), Marco Bravo, and Manuel Heitor (Portugal).
Right Center: Carlos Scheel (Mexico) and Robert Hodgson (United Kingdom).
Right Lower: Moris Simson and Del Tesar. Photos by M. Cotrofeld.
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explored—the type of problem in which finding the right questions
may prove more difficult than finding their respective answers.
The following session featured faculty members of The University
of Texas at Austin who are pursing research funded by the IC²
Institute through the UT Austin | Portugal CoLab program: Luis
Cafarelli, Wenhong Chen, Thomas Hughes, Nicholas Peppas, and
Carolyn Seepersad. These research projects range from advanced
mathematics and digital media to nanotechnology, and are being
performed in conjunction with faculty members from universities
across Portugal.
In the final session of the day, scribes from the five groups presented
a review of the morning’s discussions. Emerging themes included
renewing focus on unstructured problems, thought leadership, and
interdisciplinary studies. In all groups, the Fellows expressed the
desire to be more engaged—both in personal networking (with
one another) and in becoming more involved in the activities and
projects of the IC² Institute. It was recognized that this goal should
be pursued bidirectionally—with the IC² Institute expanding the
number of Fellows it involves in its projects, while IC² Institute
Fellows increasingly seek out IC² Institute collaboration as part of
their work and research routines. A broad spectrum of (sometimes
competing) ideas was identified and reported, and IC² Institute
leaders plan to make a detailed review of this input. Greg Pogue
said, “We identified many insights across the different groups.
Continued interaction will help identify how these insights might
become integrated into the strategic plan.”

Glimpses of Current Global Perspectives
Saturday morning, a panel of four Fellows shared comparative  
perspectives of the nations in which they live. Fred Young Phillips,
an early director of research at the IC² Institute and currently
Distinguished Professor with Yuan Ze University in Taiwan—
having also lived in Japan and Korea—reviewed the similarities
and differences of these three nations regarding the larger societal
influences on entrepreneurship and national economic development.
Honghui Deng followed with a description of China’s current
assets, challenges, and large social trends. Manuel Heitor discussed
Portugal’s ongoing struggle with the EU currency and the global
recession; and Robert Hodgson discussed some of the current
challenges facing the United Kingdom.

Remembering George Kozmetsky
During dinner Friday evening, IC² Institute’s Technical Writer/
Editor Monty Jones provided a description of Dr. Kozmetsky’s
(somewhat indirect) path toward becoming dean of the UT Austin
business school. Researching and writing a biography of George
Kozmetsky’s life, Jones received new material for the book in
Saturday’s final session, which featured an open microphone for
Fellows to share memories and anecdotes about Dr. Kozmetsky.
This year’s meeting was characterized by readiness to increase
communication among the Fellows, both at the individual
networking level, and with the Institute as a whole. IC² Institute
Project Director Marco Bravo remarked, “The collective talent and
diversity of expertise among the Fellows is a unique asset for the
Institute to sustain its global reach today and reinvent itself in the
future.”
The next full meeting of the IC² Institute Fellows is being planned
for 2017, in celebration of the Institute’s 40th year which will also be
the centennial year of George Kozmetsky’s birth.

Top: Luan Nguyen and Barry Johnson. Photo by C. Franke. Center: Jeff Amos and
Laura Kilcrease. Bottom: Keenan Grenell and Dale Klein. Photos by M. Cotrofeld.
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Around the Globe

Ariff Ibrahim (Malaysia), Afaque Ahmed (Pakistan), IC² Institute’s Greg Pogue, and Asyran Yusoff (Malaysia) in Kuala Lumpur, the capital of Malaysia, for the 2015 AUTM
Conference. Photo by Y. Aas-Laland (Norway, CTW 2014).

Alumni from GCG’s Converting Technology to Wealth
Coordinate 2015 AUTM Conference in Kuala Lumpur

T

he 2014 Converting Technology to
Wealth (CTW) cohort included 27
participants from 15 countries. Classmates
bonded while in Austin, and since then,
have continued to communicate actively via
Facebook.

messages to the online CTW members to
keep them in the loop with the goings on,
including photos taken at Dr. Fish—not a
restaurant, but a spa experience where you
soak your feet in a pool, to be exfoliated by
small fish nibbling at your heels and toes.

Two CTW alums from Malaysia, Ariff
Ibrahim and Asyran Yusoff, helped
coordinate the 2015 conference for the
Association of University Technology
Managers (AUTM). Promoted as the
largest gathering of academic research
institutions, industry, technology transfer
professionals, and entrepreneurs in Asia,
this four-day event (April 6-9) featured
prominent speakers from Asia, Australia,
Malaysia, and North America—including
IC² Institute’s Greg Pogue—to discuss the
latest technology transfer trends.

The Innovation Reef Model

Pogue presented The Innovation Reef
Model—Learning from Austin and its Best
Practices on Day 2 of the conference.
Developed by Greg Pogue and Art Markman,
the Innovation Reef Model explores the coral
reef as a metaphor to describe the processes
in regional technology transfer. Technology
commercialization is described as occurring
within environmental conditions of “policy”
that support an ecosystem “infrastructure”
much like coral, in which “players,” like
fish and invertebrates in a reef, actively
As the AUTM conference progressed, work together through mutualistic currency
the attending CTW alums sent Facebook exchanges to achieve commercialization

goals. Pogue related, “The AUTM audience
was completely engaged with the Innovation
Reef Model. It was something they could
relate to immediately.”

Register Now for 2015 CTW Course
The Converting Technology to Wealth
course combines intensive training that
begins online (September 1), continues
with more than a week of practice-based
training experience on-site in Austin,
Texas (October 13-22) and follows with
individualized
post-Austin
mentoring
(November 2-20). It prepares technology
transfer specialists, incubator managers,
scientists and researchers with practical
skills and methodologies to commercialize
R&D from their organizations. To register,
email debra@ic2.utexas.edu.
—G. Pogue, D. Dzwonczyk, M. Cotrofeld
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Texas
♥
Portugal
Texas-EU Business Summit

& Venture Growth Initiative

T

he IC² Institute’s UTEN Portugal program and UT’s Center for
European Studies partnered with the Portuguese Foundation for
Science and Technology (FCT) to hold a two-day networking and
matchmaking event in Austin designed to accelerate technology
startups in Austin and Portugal. Field trips, networking, and panel
discussions encouraged firms to develop US/EU markets for their
products and services. The event’s main goal was to deliver measurable
business development for Central Texas and Portuguese technology
firms. The event, a component of the 2015 Texas-EU Summit,
exposed the Portuguese delegation, including representatives from 24
technology companies, 8 technology incubators, and 3 venture capital
groups, to the Austin technology ecosystem. From Central Texas, in
addition to UT Austin’s IC² Institute, speakers from 5 venture capital
groups, 7 incubators/accelerators, the City of Austin, the Austin
Chamber of Commerce, South-by-Southwest, and 2 corporations also
participated in the event.
The first day included visits to local technology incubators and
accelerators (including the Austin Technology Incubator, TechRanch,
TechStars, and Capital Factory) to learn about collocating in Texas,
finding US commercial partners, and using Austin as a “landing pad”
for US operations.
US Ambassador to Portugal Robert Sherman kicked off the workshop
on the second day through a pre-recorded video welcome and
emphasized how closely the event dovetailed with his overall mission
of deepening United States-Portuguese commercial relationships.
Three workshop panels workshop gave both the Portuguese delegation
and Austin-based tech and VC firms the opportunity to gain practical
knowledge about entering the European and United States markets
and how to obtain startup capital. Portuguese Ambassador to the
United States, Nuno Brito, addressed the workshop via Skype to
applaud the Institute’s transatlantic partnership with Portugal and
urge attendees to use his trade attaché and other programs of his
Washington office to strengthen business development between
Central Texas and Portugal. UTEN Scientific Director José Mendonça,
and Ireland’s Consul-General in Austin, Adrian Farrell, closed the
event with summary remarks about the importance of international
trade and investment. Other speakers included Kevin Johns, Director
of Economic Growth and Redevelopment Services for the City of
Austin; Michele Skelding, Senior VP of Global Technology and
Innovation for the Austin Chamber of Commerce; and Hugh Forrest,
Director of SXSW Interactive.
—B. Kellison

“... an awesome practical event!”

—Pedro Enriques, CEO Strongstep

Top Left: José Mendonça, Pedro Carneiro (FCT Vice President), and Emir Sirage
(FCT). Second left: Portuguese participants talked with panel speakers and other
Texas guests at a welcoming event at Scholz’s Biergarten. Third left: Pedre Enriques
talks with Rodney Klassy and Elsie Echeverri-Carroll. Lower left: participants talk
during a break. Top right: Panel members Bart Bohn, Clara Gonçalves, Kerry Rupp,
and Kevin Johns. Center right: Panel members networking with participants during
a break. Photos by M. Cotrofeld. Lower right: Panel members José Mendonça,
Marco Bravo, Adrian Farrell, and Bruce Kellison. Photo by S. Reis.
IC² institute UPDATE
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UTEN:

GSP

IN-FLIGHT WITH GSP

Activities of the University Technology
Enterprise Network (UTEN) taking place
in Austin have been reported under the
program name of BIZ.pt since the Fall 2013
UPDATE. A recent review has determined
these activities shall again be reported under
the program name UTEN, as part of the
broader international network that is now
based in Portugal (which was established by
the IC2 Institute in 2007).

team provides guidance to help advance their
technology concepts to the flight plan phase
and formally enter the GSP. Firms enrolled
in the GSP will either be in stage two or
three, and will receive active assistance
to help achieve the milestones that will
enable them to graduate, or enter stage four.
At stage four, while a firm is technically
released or graduated from the program, the
IC² Institute team continues to work with
the firm’s leadership, but is less actively
The University Technology Enterprise involved in the firm’s overall trajectory.
Network (UTEN) is an international
initiative that is sponsored by the Portuguese Currently, firms enrolled in the GSP
government that provides Portuguese represent a wide array of market verticals
technology firms with opportunities for including (but not limited to) biotech/
international outreach, acceleration, and medical, IT/software, consumer packaged
business development. As a direct response goods, and high-tech machinery.UTEN
to the large number of high-quality tech- GSP firms closed 2014 by meeting major
nologies and startups found in Portugal last milestones and the program kicked off 2015
fall by the IC² Institute UTEN team, the with an exceptional (and larger) cohort of
group has recently restructured its Global firms. Following are recent updates from
Startup Program (GSP) to work with a larger some UTEN firms.
number of firms.
From the first pilot programs initiated in
2011, UTEN has helped Portuguese firms
realize revenue in the United States, China,
and India, as well as other nations of the
South Asian Association for Regional
Cooperation (SAARC). To date, these
efforts represent an overall direct impact to
the Portuguese economy of:

2014 Firms

Some of the 2014 UTEN cohort firms
have recently graduated from the program:
Abyssal, Auditmark, Celfinet, Livefabric,
Omniflow, and Tuizzi. The GSP team
continues active correspondence with these
graduate firms and continues to assist them
as they progress in the global marketplace.

February 2014 to review the product
offering and go-to-market strategy for its
Vismon Manager Software for managing
network optimization. The GSP arranged
meetings with external advisors and local
industry experts, including the past president
of AT&T’s Research Labs. As a result of
these meetings Celfinet returned to Portugal
to refine its value proposition and rework its
US market entry strategy,  and plans to enter
the market in mid-2015.
Tuizzi provides a portfolio management and
user-interface tool for the purchase, sale, and
management of out-of-home digital media.
Due to a shift in the competitive landscape
in the United States and increasing demands
in Europe, Tuizzi halted its 2014 US market
initiative in mid-program. However, in early
2015 Tuizzi began partnership discussions
with Posterscope, a major media owner in
Europe.

2015 Firms
New firms added to the GSP roster in 2015
include Metablue Solutions, Vertequip,
Whale, Laserleap Technologies, RVLP
Technologies, PharmAssistant, Xhockware,
Inside Visions, ARPublisher, 2East, Farmodiética, Perceive3D, and Take the Wind.
PharmAssistant is an early-stage firm that
won a major competition for its medical
adherence device and associated app in
2014. Through a partnership with Bayer, the
firm has started product trials with various
pharmaceuticals. At the end of February, the
firm finished the prototype for this device,
which now functions with and without the
associated application.

Omniflow, is the designer and manufacturer
of an award-winning hybrid vertical wind
• $22M committed revenue (sales contracts)
turbine and solar lighting system of the
• $15M strategic capital (trials).
same name. In December 2014 Omniflow
closed a large distribution agreement with an
The IC² Institute UTEN team rates Portuguese American company, granting the rights to be
startup firms as being in one of four stages or the exclusive distributor in Indonesia, India,
phases in approaching international markets, and other SAARC member nations.
as shown in the table below: design, flight
Inside Visions has developed face detection
plan, launch, and in‑flight. For businesses Celfinet, a telecommunications network software for retail environments. The firm
in the design phase, the IC² Institute UTEN services firm, visited IC² Institute in is currently engaged in a number of trials in
• $2.4M investment risk capital

Stage

1
2
3
4

Phase

The Technology Team HAS:

The Technology Team NEEDS:

Design

technology or concept with international market potential

to develop product prototype; may need to form
a business

Flight Plan

both a viable firm and a product with international
market potential

to fine-tune product and/or presentation for international markets

Launch

viable firm with market-ready product including
marketing materials appropriate for the targeted market

assistance in approaching global markets and
managing global logistics

In-Flight

one or more products successfully introduced to international markets, with overall momentum to continue
successfully

occasional coaching; assistance in scaling

IC² institute UPDATE
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Europe. The IC² Institute team hopes to help
Inside Visions tailor its brand and product so
that it is well suited to the needs of the US
marketplace.
Xhockware is a startup firm that develops
innovative retail solutions. The firm’s
mission is to change the way people shop
worldwide through mobile technologies,
bringing the online commodity to the
physical store. This year, Xhockware
initiated pilot tests at the European
supermarket chain LIDL with amazing
results: the firm captured 8.8% of overall
sales in-store, with a system that is only
advertised in-store. On the operational side,
the introduction of Xhockware’s YouBeep
has improved the store’s scan metric by
20%. Basket size and average sale were
also increased with the use of Xhockware’s
technology. The firm has recently started
a second trial with Pingo Doce, one of the
largest supermarket operators in Portugal,
to market test YouBeep and to launch its
official APP retailer, powered by YouBeep.
MetaBlue Solutions focuses on medical
device innovation through new, original
technologies. MetaBlue has developed a new
type of otoscope, the Otitest, to diagnose ear
infections with reflected light, making it
simple and easy for both doctors and parents
to diagnose ear infections early. Otitest must
obtain an FDA 510k clearance as a Class II
Medical Device prior to making sales in the
United States. Currently in clinical trial for
this FDA approval, MetaBlue is seeking a
distribution or licensing deal for the Otitest
device.
RVLP Technologies owns ScrofaTech, a
firm that develops software and artificial
intelligence monitoring systems to improve
agricultural productivity and profits.
ScrofaTech's newest product is a sensorbased system that uses artificial vision to
monitor the farrowing (birthing) of sows.
Farrowing is a critical time for pig farms,
which can realize a 20% loss of new piglets
from birth through the first 3 weeks of life.
The ability to monitor this critical stage in
real-time can translate to an increase of 1012% in profits as more pigs reach the market.

Take the Wind CEO Pedro Pinto demonstrates the Body Interact interactive simulator to health educators from
the Seton Hospital Simulation Center. Photo by C. Franke.

illustrate books with 3D images that can
be visualized on a tablet or smartphone
alongside a physical book. ARPublisher
will launch its initial line of ten children’s
books based on the tales of La Fontaine. The
firm is exploring whether to work with other
publishers to offer its 3D augmented reality
services to illustrate books on a contract
or partnership basis, and also proposes
to extend its product line with games and
educational materials. GSP will assist the
firm in meetings with US publishers and
In November, the IC² Institute team joined distributors.
ScrofaTech for EuroTier 2014 in Hanover,
Germany, the world’s leading trade fair for LaserLeap has developed a novel laseranimal production. Discussions resulted based technology to provide painless, safe,
in system trials in Portugal, Canada, and effective administration of medicines
the Netherlands, and the United States. and cosmetics through the skin. Prior to
ScrofaTech intends to introduce its product conducting sales in the United States the
to the US market at the World Pork Expo in LaserLeap system must be cleared by
the FDA under a 510k. The UTEN team
Des Moines, Iowa, in June 2015.
introduced LaserLeap to a firm that will
ARPublisher has developed an improved, serve as LaserLeap’s registered agent to
augmented reality program to produce and conduct US clinical trials and prepare its
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510k application for the FDA. UTEN will
continue to work with this consultant firm
and LaserLeap to develop its go-to-market
strategy.
Take the Wind (TTW) has developed
its premier product, Body Interact, as
the world’s first 3D interactive medical
simulation platform for training doctors,
nurses, medical / nursing students and
EMT /paramedics. Since December, GSP
efforts have resulted in a TTW distribution
contract in China and an order for two multitouch tables for a teaching hospital in the
University of Texas System. The IC² Institute
team has helped establish a trial evaluation
with Glaxo-Smith-Kline (Colombia, SA),
and possible opportunities in Mexico. Take
the Wind is also evaluating a research
proposal offered by George Brown College
in Toronto, Canada, to prepare a longitudinal
case study comparing Body Interact to
alternative medical simulation solutions
across ~500 graduate students. In parallel,
The University of Texas at Austin

the University of Toronto has issued a call
for proposals to its Continuing Professional
Development faculty to pilot test Body
Interact to deliver certified training to more
than 20,000 members of remote/off-site
clientele.
To make the most of its opportunities with
UTEN, Take the Wind has stationed a fulltime employee in Austin. Sara Reis (from
Portugal) continues to report directly to
Take the Wind’s CEO while the firm is being
mentored by IC² Institute staff.
Vertequip provides safety solutions with
an industrial grade, turnkey fall arrest
for persons working at heights, across
industries such as building construction,
commercial window cleaning, wind turbine operations and maintenance, and
oil and gas mining. Because of rigid US
engineering and safety standards, initial
efforts have focused on helping Vertequip
conduct necessary tests for certifications
and compliance requirements, including
those related to product labeling and product
liability, in order to help the product be
‘Ready for Sale’ in Canada and the United
States. Vertequip’s North American launch
strategy will initially target the Northeast
United States building construction and
commercial window cleaning industries,
and in the Southwest (primarily Texas), the
wind turbine operations and maintenance
industry. While demonstrations and conference showings are going forward, Vertequip
expects to have a fully tested, certified
product by June 2015, after which interest
(and sales) should manifest quickly for this
superlative series of safety products.

either direct or via channel. This research is
intended to be followed with an aggressive
North American marketing campaign.
Farmodietica produces and sells nutritional
supplements in pharmacies and herbal shops
in Portugal. In 2008, the firm developed the
3-Step Diet program that is sold through
clinics and managed by dietitians providing
a multi-phase medically managed weight
loss program. The Farmodietica team plans
to visit the IC² Institute by mid-year to
further research and develop the 3-Step Diet
business model.

“We just got into the Global
Startup Program and we
are extremely excited about
this new stage of our firm.
We found an energetic team
at the IC² Institute that
understood our business
immediately and that shared
the same vision we had for
our firm in the US market.
We believe that together
we’ll achieve our goals...
much faster than we would
do on our own.”

2east has developed a proprietary drink
delivery backpack system to promote and
sell beverages at large festivals, conferences,
and events, as well as brand activation
campaigns. With current customers such as
Lollapalooza (Brazil), Rock in Rio (Portugal
and Brazil) and Alive (Portugal), 2east is
well established with key global events and
has recently secured its first US opportunity
through a contract with a major music event
João Fernandes
that launches in early May 2015.
Cofounder and CEO
Whale brings customer relationship 2east Brazil
management (CRM) tactics to the forefront
of social media with  SONAR, the ultimate
social media customer care platform.
SONAR enables clients to engage customers  
over any digital medium, provides every
customer’s digital footprint, and allows
servicing each user in an unprecedented
and expedient way. Social media brings
the potential for hyper-qualification—and
increased customer information can translate
directly to increased customer services.
Satisfied customers are natural advocates,
and SONAR enables clients to identify and
leverage a greater number of advocates
and increase brand loyalty. SONAR brings
together the best of social media, web
analytics, and CRM. Paulo Almeida, Whale
CEO, will be arriving in Austin to work with
the IC² Institute’s GSP team toward securing
the firm’s first US contract.

GSP

IPBrick designs and delivers novel, custom
Linux-based IT infrastructure solutions to
customers primarily seeking alternatives to
Microsoft or Google software platforms.
The firm has more than 1,500 customer
accounts that use some form of an IPBrickdesigned module or end-to-end solution set.
Potential partners include VoIP/telephony
providers that may find it attractive to have Article contributors: F. Lorenzini, R. Klassy,
an alternative solution to Microsoft, which M. Bravo, D. Miller, C. Meyer, G. Pogue,
and M. Cotrofeld.
facilitates deeper, broader functionality, as
well as increased flexibility and customerdriven customization across the enterprise.
The IC² Institute is undertaking an internal
product pilot of an IPBrick module
(the IPBrick CAFE) that offers instant
messaging, chat, and video conferencing.
In parallel, existing IPBrick customers are
being surveyed via phone and email to better
understand and appreciate the firm’s unique
value proposition and which elements
differentiate IPBrick from incumbents in the
market—and to gauge and grade IPBrick’s
capabilities for selling into US accounts
IC² institute UPDATE
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Bringing GIST Boot Camps to the Western Hemisphere

D

ecember 15-17, the US Department
of State's Global Innovation through
Science and Technology (GIST) initiative
trained 34 entrepreneurs from science
startups in Medellín, Colombia at the first
GIST Startup Boot Camp in the Western
Hemisphere.
GIST’s newest Startup Boot Camp
implementer, the IC² Institute at The
University of Texas at Austin, together
with local partner Sapiencia, led the
intensive hands-on training. UT Austin
expert instructors who led the boot camp,
Max Green and Heath Naquin, have
cumulatively led the creation of 15 startup
companies, advised the development
of 1,350 innovations, and educated and
mentored over 1,750 science and technology
researchers and entrepreneurs globally.
Together they have contributed to the
success of innovations and companies with
an estimated lifetime value of over $300
million US. Agostinho Ramalho Almeida,
investment manager at the Medellín venture
capital firm Promotora, added his local and
international expertise to all three days of
boot camp training.

participants operating outside the classroom
for the first time. Participants located and
interviewed potential customers to receive
feedback on their ideas and innovations.
This exercise, based on the Lean Startup
methodology, teaches entrepreneurs to
consider feedback from potential customers
to ensure they are meeting market needs.
GIST entrepreneurs conducted almost 300
interviews and used those data to inform
their companies’ products and services,
many pivoting and adapting to better meet
customer needs and increase their viability
in real-time. Implementation of the datadriven Lean Startup methodology received
wide interest from Colombian stakeholders.

Representatives from RutaN (the regional
innovation NGO funded by EPM, the local
utility company), the technology transfer
office at EAFIT university and the President
of Pascual Bravo Institute of Technology
attended portions of the boot camp to learn
about the curriculum. Two representatives
from Colciencias, the science-funding arm
of the government of Colombia, also flew
in from Bogotá to observe the training. All
remarked that they were excited to see the
The boot camp curriculum, with an
impactful training designed to strengthen the
emphasis on science-based innovation, had
innovation ecosystem in Colombia.

The Startup Boot Camp concluded with a
Demo Day wherein the top seven startups
pitched their innovations based on what
they had learned over the prior two days.
Demo Day was attended by Vice Mayor
of Education for Medellín and other
stakeholders. The top award went to CNT
Kinetics (formerly Waffle Shielding), a firm
that uses a novel material manufacturing
process to design and create kinetic energy
absorption "armor" materials capable of
decreasing impact damage from projectiles.
Biopesticide from Fique (an indigenous
plant) received a second place award, and
the business intelligence firm SAR Club was
recognized for its awareness of customer
needs by conducting the most consumer
interviews.
With wide support for the activities from
participants and community stakeholders,
GIST plans to monitor and evaluate the
outcomes of the boot camp through surveys
and following participants’ progress as they
commercialize their innovations.
—K. Pharr, US Department of State.
—Photo by M. Green

he National University of Singapore (NUS), widely considered to be one of the
Global
T
top universities in Asia, has begun a new program with the IC² Institute’s Global
Commercialization Group (GCG). The program, funded by the Singapore government, is
to bring Singapore innovations to international markets. Five bio-technologies are
Commercialization designed
being examined in the program by GCG, with each technology represented by an NUS student
entrepreneurial team. GCG first conducted market assessments and determined that the five
Group works with selected
technologies have the potential to be successful in global commercial markets.
Currently GCG is generating interest in the innovations from large multi-national bio-tech
Nat’l University of firms. The program will conclude this summer. New business engagement agreements are
expected to be concluded at that time for at least three of the program technologies.
Singapore
—D. Dzwonczyk
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IC2 Institute
Helps Usher
I-Corps into
Mexico

T

he Innovation Corps (I-Corps) pilot
program officially began in Mexico
on March 19. IC2 Institute staff and Vice
President for Research Juan Sanchez
attended the event, along with the Deputy
Chief of Mission of the Embassy of the
United States in Mexico, Laura Dogu; the
Director of the National Science Foundation
(NSF), France Córdova; the Director of
Marketing Technology CONACYT, Teresa
de León; and the Executive Director of
FUMEC, Guillermo Fernández de la Garza.

is so important for our countries” said the
Deputy Chief of Mission. “We are creating
the conditions for small and medium
enterprises to become more competitive
and, hopefully... become the big businesses
of the future.”

“The I-Corps program reflects the high level
of collaboration between the US government
and Mexico, and we are honored to work
together to strengthen the environment for
entrepreneurship and innovation, which

NSF Director France Córdova said that
I-Corps is a very important component of
the US innovation ecosystem that “couples
scientific discovery with the technology
development that the society needs, in other

words, is a fast track from innovation to
market.”
I-Corps in Mexico will work for eight weeks
with 15 Mexican teams from institutions
such as the UNAM, IPN, and various
public research centers, who were selected
from a group of 45 who applied to be part
of the program. Heath Naquin and Marco
Bravo are serving as adjunct faculty for the
program.
—From http://tinyurl.com/mx-icorps

Turkish BOOST Entrepreneur Team in Austin

T

he Applied Technology Commercialization Program (UTTP),
a program in Turkey funded by the US State Department’s
Building Opportunity Out of Science and Technology (BOOST)
initiative, is a partnership with The University of Texas at Austin’s
IC² Institute, the Turkish Technology Development Foundation, and
Bilkent Cyberpark.

provided all 40 participants with twelve 8-hour classroom training
sessions at Bilkent Cyberpark, and additional training online.

The top team, Kimola Analytics, was awarded a one-week trip
to The University of Texas at Austin, March 9-13, where it met
with a variety of key actors in the Austin innovation ecosystem to
discuss technology commercialization, deal negotiation, intellectual
Through BOOST UTTP, the IC² Institute has provided technology property issues, and business incubation. The visit culminated
transfer and commercialization training for ten entrepreneur March 13, as the team participated in the SXSW panel Turkey:
applicants with strong technology ideas who were accepted into the Innovation in Global Communities.
program. Each participant was designated as leader of a team that
—A. Raabe
would include three additional technology transfer professionals
(scientists, academicians, and technology commercialization professionals) to help develop a business plan. The IC² Institute then

“Some of the nonfinancial rewards of
technology transfer can be the most
impactful.... There is a component of
social good in technology transfer that
is often overlooked.”
—Heath Naquin
Executive Director
NSF SW I-Corps Node

The Turkish BOOST team talks with Aprille Raabe about the upcoming SXSW panel
discussion. (Left to right) Özgür Güvenenler, Hasan Komurcu, Bestem Buyum,
Ceren Aslan, Aprille Raabe, and Seda Ölmez Çaka. Photo by M. Cotrofeld.
IC² institute UPDATE
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Akhmet Ishmukhamedov, Abay Zhangabylov, Daniyar Doskarayev, Greg Pogue, Aizada Nurlybayeva, Almas Bakbergenov, Sid Burback, Norman Kaderlan, Adina
Mamrayeva, Luis Medina, and Cath Polito. Photo by B. Springer.

GCG welcomes
managers from
Kazakhstan and
South Korea for
Training in Austin
Kazakhs Visit in March

D

to be used in their training and exercises.
Mentors from the Global Commercialization
Group helped them understand how to
develop a commercialization strategy, including primary market research. Selecting two
promising technologies, the group divided
into two teams and presented their strategies
before a panel of judges.

project, and they were able to attend an
Austin Forum event on “Technology and
Society.” After an intense five days of work,
the group left with new-found skills and a
broader understanding of commercialization
beyond Kazakhstan.

Subject matter experts covered a wide
range of topics, including technology
transfer models from different regions,
and licensing agreements and negotiations,
and representatives from the Office of
Technology Commercialization and the
Austin Technology Incubator at The
University of Texas at Austin shared realworld experiences.

In April, GCG welcomed three firms and
KAIST program partners from Daejeon,
South Korea to wrap up the 2014/15 program
year. The three firms (InCloud Software,
MTNC, XMW Satellite) were trained by
GCG managers on methods of technology
valuation and commercialization while
also having the opportunity to meet directly
with the US partners they have developed
through the program.

uring the week of March 2, a
group of six managers representing
Kazakhstan’s Project Management Unit
(PMU) and Technology Commercialization
Center (TCC) attended a workshop in Austin
focused on commercialization strategies.
Prior to coming to Austin, the managers A trip to the UT campus introduced the
selected technologies from their repertoires visitors to the solar panel research consortium

Three Korean Firms in April

—D. Dzwonczyk, B. Springer, I. Hughes

Sal Alanis works with the KAIST company group from South Korea. Photo by I. Hughes.
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The State & the Nation
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The IC² Institute Exhibits International &
Interdisciplinary Strengths at SXSW 2015
SXSW 2015 marked the
IC² Institute’s strongest
participation yet in the
annual festival. IC² Institute
Fellows and staff participated in
more than 20 events. The Austin
Technology Incubator team was
particularly active: Bart Bohn
co-hosted the Entrepreneur’s
Lounge on the rooftop of Fogo
de Chão, attended by about 300
participants nightly.

A

s South-by-Southwest (SXSW) In- Institute directly organized four panels on
teractive conference and festival international themes:
continues to increase its international scope, • Turkey: Innovation in Global
the IC² Institute has increased visibility
Communities
at SXSW Interactive year on year, and
prominent participation in this year’s • Growing the Innovation Economy:
Ecuador
program continued that trend.
• Emergence of Portuguese EntrepreThe SXSW Global Connections Networkneurship Ecosystem
ing Center in the downtown Hilton, • Unlocking Global Potential: Science
sponsored by the IC² Institute and its Austin
and Technology
Technology Incubator, provided a focal
Marco Bravo of the Institute served as
point for international activities. Donovan
moderator for two gatherings sponsored
Miller coordinated a centripetal IC² Institute
by national trade organizations: a breakfast
presence at the center—which served as a
meeting organized by Spain, and a session
hub for informal networking, as well as a
at Casa Brasil on the topic The Borderless
venue for an impressive agenda of panels
Digital World: Where Will Brazil Be?
over the five days of SXSW Interactive. The

Part of SXSW’s appeal is its saturation across classic Austin locations such as Threadgills, where Greg Pogue met with SXSW participants from Sweden and Ecuador.
IC² institute UPDATE
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In addition to this participation, the Institute
used the opportunity of SXSW to make
new contacts, renew old ones, and catalyze
relationships with various entities. The
IC² Institute and ATI participated as local
partners in a gathering of the City of Austin’s
Citistart program—a global network of
“science cities” including Stockholm,
Singapore, Málaga, São Paulo, Monterrey,
and Luleå. Representatives of Luleå were
particularly intrigued with the high-impact,
high-surface-area approach that the Institute
has pursued with Portugal.
A delegation from the New Energy and
Industrial
Technology
Development
Organization (NEDO) of Japan— in Austin
to promote a portfolio of technologies from
the University of Tokyo and other Japanese
institutions at the SXSW Expo—leveraged
its time in Austin to include a visit to the IC²
Institute. Visitors from Budapest, Hungary,
also spent time at the Institute to discuss
economic strategies for  Eastern Europe.

Austin Technology Incubator

The Austin Technology Incubator played a
lead role in several official and unofficial
SXSW Interactive events this year. Lydia
McClure, manager of ATI’s University
Development Portfolio, organized the
inaugural SXSW Health and MedTech Expo

1

at the JW Marriott hotel, which featured
panels on topics such as opportunities
and challenges facing medical technology
investment, and women-led changes in
digital health communication.
The Expo also featured the Austin
HealthTech Pavilion, where 24 startups
competed to represent Austin in the
health technology industry. Six of these
companies—Capsenta, Accordion Health,
Spot-On Sciences, Blackbox Trainer,
Flipped Health, and Lynx Laboratories—
have worked with ATI.

Business and the University of Michigan
Ross School of Business. This year Adam
Burke, a member of veteran-focused
incubator The Bunker, won third place with
his company Blackbox Trainer, a service
that provides personalized diet and exercise
plans. Companies from the University of
Virginia and MIT took first and second
places, respectively.
Mitch Jacobson, co-manager of ATI’s Clean
Energy Incubator, hosted the SXSW Eco
Startup Speed Pitch session sponsored
by Austin Energy. This event featured 12
companies from October’s SXSW Eco
conference, including two ATI companies,
Wetzel Blade, which manufactures blades
for wind turbines, and Capstone Metering,
which produces smart meters and software
to provide real-time data for water utilities.

McClure also served on the judging panel
for the Longhorn Startup Showcase, an
initiative of UT’s Longhorn Startup Lab,
where five finalists delivered five-minute
pitches. Past years’ winners include
companies from ATI’s Student Entrepreneur
Acceleration
and
Launch
(SEAL)
Program such as Everywhere Energy
and Beyonic. This year, Cerebri, an IBM
Watson competition winner headed by UT
undergraduate Bri Connelly, brought home
first place.

Mitch was also privileged to discuss
opportunities for collaboration with several
foreign officials as they visited Austin for
SXSW, including Irish Prime Minister
Enda Kenny, Toronto Mayor John Tory, and
former Mexican president Vicente Fox.

In addition to official SXSW events,
McClure served as a panelist at the Pitch
Austin Competition, which was cosponsored by the UT McCombs School of

Cindy WalkerPeach, manager of ATI
Biosciences, served on the Community
Innovation Ecosystem panel, with   representatives from West Coast VC firm Bay

The Panel Discussions
Growing the Innovation Economy: Ecuador

The panel Turkey: Innovation in Global Communities provided an
opportunity to showcase innovation in Turkey, including a team of
young entrepreneurs that emerged from the Institute’s program in
that country, the Practical Technology Commercialization Program
(Uygulamalı Teknoloji Ticarileştirme Programı [UTTP]). In 2013
UTTP training culminated in a business competition and the
winning team traveled to Austin for immersion in the “technopolis”
ecosystem and to participate in SXSW. This entrepreneurial team
from the startup Kimola Analytics (a provider of enterprise search,
analytics, and semantics services for high-volume text data) joined
the panel with other representatives from Turkey science parks and
tech transfer organizations.

2

The IC² Institute’s Deputy Director and Senior Research Scientist
Greg Pogue joined collaborators from the Escuela Superior
Politécnica del Litoral in Guayaquil (ESPOL) and staff members
from Buen Trip Hub (an incubator in Quito) for the panel Growing
the Innovation Economy: Ecuador. Panel discussion described
Ecuador’s left-leaning government that is nevertheless committed
to engaging in capitalist activities to enable a nationwide shift from
an economy based on raw materials to a knowledge economy.
While the Ecuadorian government and business communities have
many differences, they also have common goals, and the nation’s
universities have emerged as mediators to help move the country’s
economy forward.

3

4

Unlocking Global Potential: S & T

Turkey: Innovation in Global Communities

Emergence of the

Portuguese Entrepreneurship Ecosystem

Marco Bravo of the IC² Institute moderated the panel Emergence of
the Portuguese Entrepreneurship Ecosystem, which featured leaders
in the Portuguese innovation economy: the incubator Startup Lisboa;
the VC firm Portugal Ventures; and Beta-i, organizer of the Lisbon
Challenge accelerator. Discussion centered on how Portugal’s
economic troubles—with its marked pressure on young Portuguese
to emigrate—has also helped to spark intense startup activity across
the nation. In addition to this internal entrepreneurial fever, a national
history of global economic and cultural connectivity, combined with
recent government policies, makes Portugal an attractive entry point
to Europe for startups and companies expanding globally.

The IC² Institute’s Mandy Sutton moderated the panel Unlocking
Global Potential: Science and Technology that showcased the work
of the US Department of State’s Global Innovation through Science
and Technology (GIST) initiative—a public-private partnership that
empowers young innovators in 86 emerging economies. Current
and former US State Department officials joined the panel, as
well as a private-sector partner, to discuss the high value of online
programs (such as the GIST Network) to innovators outside of
major technology and business centers—particularly women who
live where cultural or legal norms do not allow the mobility to fully
participate in face-to-face business or technology activities.
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Cindy WalkerPeach, manager of ATI biotech was interviewed by Angele Shah for Xconomy Texas.

City Capital and East Coast firm Novartis
Venture Fund, as well as Bill Rice, Sr.
Vice President of St. David’s Healthcare.
The panel discussed topics such as the
possibilities for entrepreneurs in the growing
computational field within healthcare
delivery; the need for IT entrepreneurs
in the healthcare space to partner with
experienced life science professionals; and
opportunities to accelerate development and
delivery of new drugs.
Xconomy Texas editor Angela Shah
interviewed Cindy to discuss the
collaboration between ATI and UT’s Dell
Medical School (DMS), which will enable
DMS to leverage ATI’s talent to support and
mentor startups with innovative ideas. Over
the past five years, ATI has demonstrated
its impact on the health sector by helping
its biosciences portfolio companies raise
over $80 million in funding. Through this
collaboration, ATI and DMS will be able to
connect the wealth of Texas assets available
for developing new drugs, devices, and
technology in the life sciences field.
Bart Bohn, manager of ATI’s IT/Wireless
Incubator, wrangled ATI community
members to take on the Austin Startup
Crawl, traditionally kicking things off the
night before SXSW’s formal opening.
This event brought together dozens of ATI
company members, industry leaders, and
investors for a night of community-building
fun, culminating in a boisterous party hosted
by ATI graduate company Ridescout.
IC² institute UPDATE

Bart also hosted the Austin Startup Fast
Pitch competition, which featured five
finalists including ATI member companies
Riskpulse and Capstone Metering. Founders
pitched to judges from West Coast venture
capital firms. Financial services startup
Honest Dollar, which offers affordable
retirement solutions for companies, won the
chance to travel with ATI to meet VC firms
in Silicon Valley. Each evening of SXSW
Interactive, Bart co-hosted the annual
Entrepreneur’s Lounge on the rooftop of
Fogo de Chão, attended nightly by more
than 300 participants.

SXSW Edu

This year the IC² Institute expanded its
SXSW presence to include SXSW Edu,
the spin-off conference focusing on
education. IC² Institute Research Director
Art Markman brought his cognitive science
perspective on education to the panel
Learning to Fail with Style and Grace. IC²
Institute Fellow Jim Butler of the City of
Austin explored Austin’s entrepreneurial
culture in the panel Designing Austin’s
Economy—An Innovation Uproar?

discussion Research, Startups, Citizens: All
Together Now.

Future directions
The IC² Institute’s Greg Pogue is thoughtful
about how to maximize the value of SXSW
in the future. “One of the things we’ve
learned about SXSW is that it relies on
general randomness to create value. While
a serendipitous meeting between the right
Turkish person and the right Russian
person can create great value, we want to
create a more purposeful environment. The
IC² Institute has developed a strategy for
the Texas-EU Summit   where structured
relationships with a lot of surface area
between startups and incubators allow
purposeful interactions around business
strategies, joint ventures, and reciprocal
landing pads. We want to work with SXSW
on how that kind of environment can be
integrated into the panel structures.”
—P. Riddle and T. Hyzak

Marco Bravo of the IC² Institute, along
with Heitor Alvelos and Fátima São Simão
of the University of Porto (long-time
collaborators in the UT Austin|Portugal
Program), explored what happens when
design researchers, startups, and citizen-led
projects are brought together in a universitysponsored coworking space, in the panel
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IC2 Institute | Shreveport Collaboration

T

he IC2 Institute, in collaboration with the Biomedial Research
Foundation (BRF) of Shreveport, Louisiana, is working to help
accelerate the creation of the innovation ecosystem in Northern
Louisiana. Programs of the BRF include the Entrepreneurial
Acceleration Program (EAP), which is designed to stimulate the
creation of entrepreneurial wealth though a system that analyzes
the viability of ideas and products, matches them with informed
investors, and nurtures them through the critical steps toward
market. The BRF seeks to create a “one-stop shop” to create a
comprehensive pipeline from idea to market. A particular challenge
is how to bring promising ideas that solve problems together with
potential investors.

• Incubation and acceleration strategy
• Regional partnerships to accelerate commercialization of
innovations
• Integrated strategy across Northern Louisiana for minimal
repetition and maximal synergy.
Greg Pogue, Principal Investigator for the project, led a team of
IC² Institute researchers including David Gibson, James Jarrett,
and Bruce Kellison for a visit to Shreveport, March 23-25. Twentytwo delegates from Shreveport visited Austin May 5-7 for panel
discussions and working sessions. These sessions provided interaction with Austin regional leaders to address subjects including:
• Creating a culture of innovation uniting government policy and
action, university research and commercialization, and industry
growth and product cycles
• University-industry relationships surrounding high technology,
medical devices, and clean energy
• Aligning regional stakeholders
• Developing solutions to attract new industry
• Structures/services to support startup growth
• Technology verticals, funding requirements, and long-term job
growth through a startup culture
• Potential success metrics.

The Shreveport collaboration with the IC2 Institute is intended to
support the EAP initiative, creating structures for commercialization
of science and technology (S&T) and wealth creation in the region.
By expanding the network of partners throughout the state, EAP can
enhance the efforts of others to increase the impact of entrepreneurial
growth on the economy. The outcomes of this program are targeted
to support the mission of the EAP in developing:
• Project goals, scope, and metrics
• Significant government grant support
• Educational programs to catalyze regional participation
• Teams adept at technology transfer activities, including
evaluation, marketing, licensing, and startup support
The Shreveport visit to Austin concluded with discussions of vision,
• Mentors and/or advisory networks and service providers to
strategy, next steps and planning workshops for the summer and fall
support startup enterprises
of this year.
• A well-managed and active investor fund
—G. Pogue
IC2 Institute Fellow and IP Lawyer Bill Hulsey and Ray Atilano discuss challenges in protecting intellectual property. Photo by M. Cotrofeld.
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US Veterans Receive High-Impact Training at IC² Institute

T

he University of Texas at Austin, lead
institution for NSF’s I-Corps Southwest
Alliance for Entrepreneurial Innovation
Node (SAEIN), partnered with The
Bunker @ Austin to deliver an advanced
three-week entrepreneurship education
program, HELI*‑pad, to The Bunker @
Austin’s inaugural cohort of veteran-owned
businesses.
In February the program immersed
entrepreneurial teams in an experiential,
evidence-based
learning
environment
intended to reduce startup wastes (financial
and human capital) and position the
businesses for fund raising and growth.
The program guides founders to collect and

analyze customer-derived data to validate been adopted by the National Science
assumptions about their business models.
Foundation’s I-Corps program. The Bunker
@ Austin’s mission is to aggregate quality
Blake Hogan, co-director of The resources and incubate America’s elite
Bunker  @  Austin,
commented,
“The veteran entrepreneurs.
I-Corps team stepped up to the plate to
serve The Bunker  @   Austin companies The values, leadership skills, strong sense
with actionable information that is making of mission and discipline developed in the
an immediate impact. Hire Our Hero.com military create a successful combination that
CEO and Marine veteran, Brandon Bunch, helps veterans thrive as entrepreneurs. The
is using I-Corps protocols to refine his University of Texas at Austin is working to
business model and match homeowners with advance the veterans’ understanding of their
America’s finest veteran service providers.” business models through personal interaction
with customers.
The custom curriculum and teaching
—M. Green
pedagogy was derived from the Lean
LaunchPad® methodology, which has * Hypothesize, Experiment, Learn, Iterate

An Update on USAA Innovator Certification

S

ince 2011, the IC² Institute has partnered
with financial services provider USAA
to deliver the USAA Innovator Certification
course to USAA employees. In the course,
employee teams work on technology-based
product/service ideas that lead to improved
service for USAA’s customers, called
members.

complete the course earn a Certificate of
Completion from The University of Texas
at Austin. In addition to this course, joint
projects involving UT Austin faculty and
students are also part of the collaboration.
An example of a technology emerging from
the program is Pole Cam. The Pole Cam
technology enables home roof inspections
without an inspector needing to climb on a
The technology-based ideas are “live” and home’s roof. Use of the technology enables
emerge from USAA’s internal systems for a safer, faster, and less expensive inspection.
driving innovation. From the start of the
course, teams work on their ideas, iterating The USAA Innovator Certification content
on their plans and pitches. The pitches are is based on the Master of Science in
delivered to a joint USAA-IC² Institute panel Technology Commercialization (MSTC)
at the end of the course. The course contains degree program, created by and delivered
twelve days of content delivered over a two- at the IC² Institute until its placement at
to three-month time frame. Students who the McCombs School of Business in 2010.
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The program is designed using theories of
guided inquiry learning, giving students an
engaging, challenging, and dynamic course
that drives them to better retain and apply
the material learned.
UT Austin faculty Drs. Kate Mackie, Rob
Adams, and Art Markman, and adjunct
faculty member Brett Cornwell teach the
core content sessions of the course. IC²
Institute Program Manager Cliff Zintgraff is
Principal Investigator and leads the course.
Stay tuned for more information about the
course and the Pole Cam technology, to
appear in Arthur Markman’s upcoming
book, Open Innovation.
—C. Zintgraff
—Photo M. Cotrofeld
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Within the UT System

The IC² Institute is part of The University of Texas at Austin, the academic flagship of the University of Texas System, which consists of nine universities
and six health institutions that span Texas.

New Programs Link the IC² Institute with National Science
Foundation and the University of Texas System

T

wo new programs link the IC² Institute
more closely to both the National
Science Foundation and the University of
Texas System.

Student Entrepreneurship Fellowship
The National Science Foundation's
Southwest I-Corps Node at The University
of Texas at Austin, in conjunction
with the University of Texas System
Entrepreneurship Network, is launching
the inaugural Student Entrepreneurship
Fellowship (SEF). The SEF program is an
intensive 6-week resident opportunity in
Austin, Texas, for 20 teams of 2 students
(40 students in all) to actively explore their
entrepreneurial ideas in a collaborative,
guided environment—and learning from
nationally recognized faculty, instructors
and facilitators. These Student Fellows
Within the UT System

will utilize best-practice, evidence-based
entrepreneurship methodologies to test
their hypothesized business concepts for
critical product-market fit. Utilizing Lean
Startup and Business Model Canvas tools,
the University of Texas System Student
Entrepreneurship Fellowship will develop
the next generation of student entrepreneurs
across the System (http://swicorps.org/
sefhome/).

UT Austin, MD Anderson, and  
UT Dallas
The University of Texas at Dallas in
conjunction with MD Anderson and the
NSF Southwest I-Corps Node at The
University of Texas at Austin are deploying
an innovative lean startup experience for
medical technology-based teams across the
University of Texas System. The intent of
21

this program is to provide teams with key
learning around lean startup methodologies
and advance their enterprise as they engage
in a structured seven-week curriculum
focused on examining their technological
innovation for product-market fit.
Teams will follow the National Science
Foundation I-Corps curriculum that
consists of seven weeks of training in which
they will conduct at least 100 interviews
with actors in the ecosystem around their
technology. National Science Foundation
certified I-Corps instructors will train and
guide teams through the program. At the
end of the program, teams will be able to
use the evidence they gathered through
interviews to determine the next steps for
their technologies.
—A. Sutton
The University of Texas at Austin

Across the University

Michael Webber shared The Story of Energy to
close out UT’s Energy Week Activities.

Lydia McClure, manager of ATI’s
University Development Portfolio, participated in a panel organized by UT’s Office
of Technology Commercialization (OTC)
that presented the myriad resources for
entrepreneurs at The University of Texas at
Austin. Dan Sharp, Director of OTC, hosted
the panel that featured two UT student
entrepreneurs and outlined assets available
to students, such as Longhorn Startup
Labs, ATI, and various other organizations
devoted to helping UT students succeed in
connecting capital with creativity.
Mitch Jacobson, co-manager of ATI Clean
Energy, served as a judge at the UT Energy
Week Startup Competition, where more than
20 companies competed in three categories:
clean tech, clean web, and oil and gas. Mitch
judged in the oil and gas category, along
with Becky Taylor from Shell and Sam Kim
of Bandgap Ventures.

ATI Active in First Annual “UT Energy
Week” & “UT Entrepreneurial Week”

T

he University of Texas at Austin
hosted its first annual UT Energy
Week, February 16-20. Co-hosted by
UT’s Energy Institute and the student-led
Longhorn Energy Club, the event brought
together experts from industry, academia,
government, and the non-profit world to
critically examine and gain insight into the
most challenging energy issues facing our
global society.
Leaders addressed concerns including the
influence of volatile oil and gas prices on
the renewable energy sector; international
petroleum market conditions and the impact
on our domestic power market; disruptive
technologies such as energy storage and
smart grids; and the urgent global need for
sustainable, low-carbon energy sources in
the midst of rapid climate change. Leadership
of the IC² Institute’s Austin Technology
IC² institute UPDATE

Michael Webber, deputy director of the
Energy Institute at the University and comanager of ATI Clean Energy, participated
in the panel Communication Issues for the
Energy Sector, where he focused on the
responsibility of UT and the US education
system to inform students and the general
public about the importance of energy’s role
in our lives. Dr. Webber then closed out UT
Energy Week with the discussion Power
Trip: The Story of Energy, as part of UT’s
Hot Science Cool Talks series. Michael led
an audience of more than 500 to explore the
history of energy’s role in society—sharing
little-known facts and busting myths, and
concluding with an optimistic view toward
future technologies and solutions to the
energy challenges facing a world of scarce
resources and a changing climate.

Incubator (ATI) helped direct this dialogue
toward positive social and industrial change. Entrepreneurship Week
During UT’s Entrepreneurship Week March
ATI Director Isaac Barchas moderated 9-12, ATI hosted a group of students from
the CleanTX breakfast panel, Renewable Western Michigan University’s (WMU)
Energy in the Wake of Declining Oil Prices, Haworth College of Business to discuss
which included CEO Warren Sumner of the factors that foster vibrant startup
2012 ATI graduate company Omni Water communities. Two leaders of ATI’s Clean
Solutions. Panelists discussed the explosion Energy Portfolio, Kathleen Baireuther and
of new petroleum and natural gas extraction Mitch Jacobson, addressed WMU professor
technologies such as hydraulic fracturing Dr. John Mueller and his students about the
in places like Texas and Pennsylvania, and ways UT and ATI have helped to cultivate a
the ways this not only affects domestic oil thriving tech industry and healthy business
production, but also influences the actions development climate in Austin and Central
of international oil producers and syndicates Texas. While in Austin, the students also
such as Saudi ARAMCO and OPEC. visited Capital Factory, Tech Ranch, and
Additionally, panelists considered whether City Hall as part of a nationwide tour of
low oil prices (a) slow down adoption of successful startup hubs including Boulder,
renewable energy sources, or (b) create a Chicago, Detroit, and Grand Rapids.
beneficial environment for exploring new
disruptive technologies.
- T. Hyzak
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Publications

Books currently in press:
World Scientific - Now Publishers Series in Business Vol. 7

Diagnostics for a
Globalized World

Diagnostics for a Globalized
World by Sten Thore and Ruzanna
Tarverdyan

H

ow do you gauge the accomplishments of policy and
its failures? While a number of nations are successful
in optimizing a socio-economic welfare function, others are
woefully falling short of the optimal frontier. Diagnostics for a
Globalized World proposes a reformulation of the inherited theory of economic and social
policy (codified in the 1950s by Jan Tinbergen) to find a diagnostic tool in measuring
the effectiveness of economic and social policies. Using a logarithmic adaptation of
data envelopment analysis, the authors explain how to rank the attainment of nations on
multidimensional goals such as those expressed by the UN Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs) and upcoming Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Sten Thore
Ruzanna Tarverdyan
World Scientific

ROUTLEDGE STUDIES IN INNOVATION,
ORGANIZATION AND TECHNOLOGY

The Entrepreneurial University: Context and Institutional
Change, by Lene Foss and David  V. Gibson (eds.)

G

The Entrepreneurial University
Context and institutional change
Edited by
Lene Foss and
David V. Gibson

lobal recessions and structural economic shifts are motivating government and business
leaders worldwide to increasingly look to “their” universities to stimulate regional
development and to contribute to national competiveness. The challenge is clear and the
question is pressing: How will universities respond? This book presents in-depth case
narratives of ten universities from Norway, Finland, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the
United States that have overcome significant challenges to develop programs and activities
to commercialize scientific research, launch entrepreneurial degree programs, establish
industry partnerships, and build entrepreneurial cultures and ecosystems. The universities are
quite diverse: large and small; teaching and research focused; internationally recognized and
relatively new; located in major cities and in emerging regions. Each case narrative describes
challenges overcome, actions taken, and resulting accomplishments.
This volume will be of interest to policymakers and university administrators as well as
researchers and students interested in how different programs and activities can promote
university entrepreneurship while contributing to economic growth in developed and
developing economies.

International Cases on Innovation, Knowledge and
Technology Transfer, by Dariusz Trzmielak & David V. Gibson (eds.)

B

ased on key presentations from the 2014 International Conference on Technology Policy
and Innovation, this volume contains 17 chapters written by 28 authors. Several of the
chapters have strong IC² Institute links, including “Technology Transfer and the Innovation
Reef,” by Gregory P. Pogue, Francesca Lorenzini, and Keela Thomson;  “The Role of the
Research University in Sustaining the Technopolis: The Case of Austin, Texas” by David
V. Gibson and John S. Butler; and “University Technology Enterprise Network in Portugal:
A Bottom-up Approach to Improve Regional Innovation Ecosystems,” by Marco Bravo
and David Resende. The various topics support the common theme of describing academic
and business sector cooperation to enable technology transfer and commercialization.
Forthcoming 2015.

Across the University
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More IC² Institute 2015 Academic Publications
Bravo, M. and D. Resende (2015). “University Technology Enterprise Network in Portugal: A Bottom-up Approach to Improve
Regional Innovation Eco-systems,” in International Cases on Innovation, Knowledge and Technology Transfer by D. Trzmielak
and D.V. Gibson (eds.) Invited chapter, in press.
Cook, M.A. K.L. Huber and M.E. Webber (2015). “Who Regulates It? Water Policy and Hydraulic Fracturing in Texas,” Texas
Water Journal 6(1). Video abstract available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ezlG-cRK9Ow&feature=youtu.be.
Fares, R.L. and M.E. Webber (2015). “Combining a dynamic battery model with high-resolution smart grid data to assess microgrid
islanding lifetime,” Applied Energy 138:482-9.
Foss, L. and D.V. Gibson (2015). The Entrepreneurial University: Context and Institutional Change. Cambridge, UK: Routledge.
Gibson, D.V. and J.S. Butler (2015). “The Role of the Research University in Sustaining the Technopolis: The Case of Austin,
Texas,” in International Cases on Innovation, Knowledge and Technology Transfer by D. Trzmielak and D.V. Gibson (eds.)
Invited chapter, in press.
Gibson, D.V. and J.S. Butler (2015). “Creating and Sustaining High-Technology Development in Austin, Texas,” in The
Entrepreneurial University: Context and Institutional Change, by L. Foss and D.V. Gibson (eds.). Cambridge, UK: Routledge.
Gold, G.M. and M.E. Webber (2015). “The Energy-Water Nexus: An Analysis and Comparison of Various Conjurations Integrating
Desalination with Renewable Power,” Resources 4(2):227-76; doi:10.3390/43sources4020227.
Henderson, P., F. Lorenzini and G.P. Pogue (2015). “Opportunity Thinking – Seeing Clearly the Elephant in the Room,” in Open
Innovation, by A. Markman and H. Naquin (eds.). Invited chapter, in press.
Jakobs, E.-M., C. Spinuzzi, C. Digmayer and G.P. Pogue (2015). “Co-creation by commenting: Participatory ways to write
Quicklook® reports.” Proceedings of IEEE professional communication society international professional communication
conference, in press.
London, N., G.P. Pogue and C. Spinuzzi (2015). “Understanding the value proposition as a cocreated claim,” Proceedings of IEEE
professional communication society international professional communication conference, in press.
Pogue, G.P., F. Lorenzini and K. Thomson (2015). “Technology transfer and the innovation reef,” International Cases on Innovation,
Knowledge and Technology Transfer, by D. Trzmielak and D. Gibson (eds.). Invited chapter, in press.
Pogue, G.P., N. London and C.V. Moscoso (2015). “Establishing an innovation reef: the role of government policy in Ecuador,”
Monograph, University Universidad Técnica Particular de Loja, by A. Luzuriaga (ed.). Invited chapter, in press.
Pogue, G.P., K.S. Thomson, R.A. French, F. Lorenzini and A. Markman (2015). “Building an Innovation Coral Reef: The Austin
Technology Incubator Case Study,” in Open Innovation, by A. Markman and H. Naquin (eds). Invited chapter, in press.
Rhodes, J.D., W.H. Gorman, C.R. Upshaw, and M.E. Webber, (2015). “Using BEopt (Energy-Plus) with energy audits and surveys
to predict actual residential energy usage,” Energy and Buildings 86:808-16.
Sanders, K.T. and M.E. Webber (2015). “Evaluating the Energy and CO2 Emissions Impacts of Shifts in Residential Water Heating
in the United States,” Energy.
Spinuzzi, C., R.S. Nelson, K.S. Thomson, F. Lorenzini, R.A. French, G. Pogue, S.D. Burback and J. Momberger (2015). “Remaking
the Pitch: Reuse Strategies in Entrepreneurs’ Pitch Decks,” IEEE Trans. Prof. Commun., in press.
Spinuzzi, C., R.S. Nelson, K.S. Thomson, F. Lorenzini, R.A. French, G. Pogue, S.D. Burback and J. Momberger (2015). “How do
entrepreneurs hone their pitches? Analyzing how pitch presentations develop in a technology commercialization competition,”
SIGDOC ’15:Proc’s of the 33rd ACM International Conference on Design of Communication, in press.
Spinuzzi, C., R.S. Nelson, K.S. Thomson and G.P. Pogue. (2015). “Innovating, pitching, and pivoting: Toward systematic study of
entrepreneurship communication.” Proc’gs of IEEE Prof. Commun. Soc. Int’l Prof. Commun. Conf., in press.
Thore, S. and R. Tarverdyan (2015). Diagnostics for a Globalized World. World Scientific.
Upshaw, C.R., J.D. Rhodes and M.E. Webber (2015). “Modeling Peak Load Reduction and Energy Consumption Enabled by an
Integrated Thermal Energy and Water Storage System for Residential Air Conditioning Systems in Austin, Texas,” Energy and
Buildings.
IC² institute UPDATE
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Value

1

he Bureau of Business Research contributed its expertise this spring to a study that
measured the economic impact of The University of Texas at Austin. The study found
that the economic activity generated by spending and educational activities on the UT Austin
campus generated $8.8 billion in other business activity across Texas in 2013. Framed somewhat
differently, the $575 million from general revenue, state contracts and grants, and support
from the Permanent University Fund and the Available University Fund that the State spent on
campus operations in 2013 resulted in a 15:1 return on investment to the state economy. The
BBR helped analyze the economic impacts from UT Austin’s entrepreneurship programs and
found that over the past 10 years, UT Austin has assisted 190 startups and spinoff companies
that generated $400 million in added state income in 2013 alone. The study was commissioned
by the Council of Public University Presidents and Chancellors and was part of a larger analysis
of the economic impact of three statewide higher education associations, including 39 public
general academic colleges and universities, 39 independent colleges and universities, and 51
community colleges.   The larger study found that in 2013, the $20.9 billion in payroll and
operations spending on these campuses had a $143.9 billion impact on the state economy.
Available at http://tinyurl.com/ut-value.

Innovacities, by Carlos Scheel and Leonardo

Pineda

IC² Institute Fellow Carlos Scheel (Mexico) and his colleague Leonardo Pineda are authors of
a new release: Innovacities, which presents an overview of the impact of regional innovation
systems and competitive strategies for cities (Spanish language). Published by UTADEO,
University of Bogota.

2015 Fellows Directory

Learn more about the
IC² Institute Fellows in the
2015 Fellows Directory
Available online: http://ic2.utexas.edu/fellows2015.

Version 04.27.15
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What’s Happening at the Institute

Japanese Researcher Elaborates the
Technopolis Model

M

arch 9, Professor Akio Nishizawa presented a research
seminar at the IC² Institute on "The Miracle of Tsuruoka:
Building an Effective Regional Innovation Ecosystem in Japan."
Nishizawa has visited Austin and the IC² Institute many times over
the past decades to receive updates on the Austin Model and to
discuss recent technopolis developments in Japan.
In his presentation, Nishizawa described Japan’s international
standing since 1992 as the “lost decades.” However, he also
described Tsuruoka as an emerging model for Japanese success that
illustrates the critical importance of first-level regional influencers
who facilitate open communication across academic, business,
government, and support organizations, as described by Gibson and
Rogers (R&D: Collaboration on Trial, 1994).  
The city of Tsuruoka elected Mayor Y. Tomizuka across five
elections (1991-2009) in which he received more than 70% voters’
support. As mayor, Tomizuka rejected typical regional economic
revitalization policies (such as public construction and courting
manufacturing facilities to relocate to Tsuruoka), and instead pursued
a policy that focused on cutting-edge scientific research activities
with high academia-industry collaboration and developing support
structures for entrepreneurs, including incubators and coordination
of VCs. This stable investment in innovation policy over time has

Fulbright Scholars Sponsor
Art Presentation at the IC² Institute

T

he Austin Chapter of the Fulbright Association hosted an
illustrated talk by Cuban-born artist Eduardo Muñoz at the IC²
Institute on the evening of April 17. About 35 attendees enjoyed
an evening of thought-provoking photography work rooted in
the history of the Cuban Revolution titled Awaiting Dispatch: A
Photographic Journey on Cuban Themes.
Muñoz’s work features iconic Cuban images (or personally
significant images that reflect his Cuban heritage) that he mixes
with current slice-of-life photographs, and studio-induced textures
to create layered, composite images that reference complex themes.
“I struggle with calling my work photography,” he explained,
“because that implies a single moment of time captured by the
camera, while in my work I try to express something far beyond any
single moment.”

helped the region to link high-quality university research with
industry development and successful commercialization, and
university spin-out companies to provide regional jobs and increase
wealth. Adding a page to technopolis research, Nishizawa describes
a regional ecosystem that moved from a preliminary stage of
“critical mass of technologies and talent” to a development stage
“via new technology-based firms” toward an establishing stage of
“agglomeration of new technology-based firms.”  
—M. Cotrofeld

A Fulbright scholar himself, IC² Institute's Associate Director
and Senior Research Scientist David Gibson currently serves on
the Board of Directors for the Austin Fulbright Association. The
Institute hosts monthly board meetings of the AFA; board members
include faculty members from St. Edwards University and Texas
State University in San Marcos, as well as The University of Texas
at Austin. “Plans for the coming year include events where current
Fulbright Scholars present their research,” says Gibson. “This a
case in which the Institute is serving as a catalyst to increase the
dialogue with the regional university community through premier
international academic talent.”
—M. Cotrofeld
An image from the collection Awaiting Dispatch: A Photographic Journey
on Cuban Themes, by Eduardo Muñoz.

Fulbright Scholars at the IC² Institute
The Austin Fulbright Association (AFA) helps provide information,
mentorship, and support in developing grant applications for
potential Fulbright Scholar applicants. Fulbright scholarships are
granted to university students, graduates, and working professionals
who want to live, teach, and work in another country. The IC²
Institute's Visiting Scholar program continues to draw Fulbright
Scholars from abroad. Fulbright Scholars in recent years include
Cristina Galalae (Romania, 2012-13) and Silvia Gaia (Brazil,
2014). Three Fulbright Scholars are currently scheduled to enter
the IC² Institute Visiting Scholars program: Filipa Duarte (Portugal,
beginning July 2015), Gi-Don An (Korea, beginning September
2015), and Margaret Gregorzyk (Poland, beginning January 2016).
IC² institute UPDATE
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Visiting Scholars: Spring/Summer 2015
Hyun Yong Kim (Korea Automotive Technology Institute/KATECH) is a director in the Global Commercialization
Center of KATECH, a research and development organization supported by the Korean government. He is working
with IC² Institute’s Global Commercialization Group (GCG) to help innovative Korean technology enterprises
enter the US market. He is also coordinating communication and more engaged activities between Korean
enterprises and US companies interested in their products and technologies. Mr. Kim and GCG are trying to set
up a basic structure and system for a long-term collaboration to benefit both South Korea and the United States.
Félix Cárdenas (EGADE Business School, Monterrey TEC, Monterrey, Mexico) lectures and directs entrepreneurial
institutional initiatives at Monterrey TEC, and he recently completed post-doc appointments at Columbia
University and Harvard Business School. His research presents evidence that by combining internal R&D with
external corporate venture capital (CVC), firms can create market value and increase their profitability. A summary
of his current research follows.

Innovation Cells: Company Beachheads in Technology Universities
In order to develop disruptive innovation, companies often require
technology and marketing capabilities beyond their competencies.
Consequently, innovative companies organize in new open ways
to leverage talent within the firm with external complementary
partners. Innovation cells are corporate innovation units that
function as military beachheads that secure new technology and
marketing insights pursuing promising disruptive technologies and
ideas that could turn into commercial blockbusters.
If such initiatives prove technologically and commercially feasible,
then corporate reinforcements from R&D and business units (BUs)
get involved to scale up the new product. These innovation cells
operate within leading technology and engineering universities

collocated with different actors of the innovation ecosystem such
as researchers, startups, students, venture capitalists, government
entrepreneurial agencies, and other large companies.
The innovation cell operates by first discovering new technology
and sourcing new ideas by interacting with other actors in the
ecosystem. Then companies evaluate the technology feasibility
involving the company R&D and innovation cell. Afterwards, the
marketing development begins where business units interact with
the innovation cell to develop marketing and commercialization
plans. Finally, the project gets transferred to a sponsored business
unit for commercialization (Figure 1).
—F. Cárdenas

Figure
1. Company
R&Dand
and Business
Unit interaction
with
externally located
Innovation
Cell
Company
R&D
BU interaction
with
externally
located
Innovation

Cell

Discovery

1

Technology
Development

2

R&D

3

Marketing
Development

BU1 BU2 BU3 BU4

Transfer for
Commercialization

4

Customers

1. Discovery: Innovation Cell interacts with researchers, students, startups, venture capitalists, consultants, entrepreneurs, and
other large companies to source and develop ideas
2. Technology Development: Company R&D interacts with Innovation Cell to develop technology
3. Marketing Development: Company Business Units interact with Innovation Cell to develop marketing for commercialization
4. Project Transfer to BU for Commercialization. Business Units commercialize new products and services
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Visiting Delegations
The IC² Institute has welcomed the following delegations since December 1, 2014:
African League of Nations
Baylor University
BOOST team, Turkey
Brazilian Agency for Industrial Development
Budapest, Hungary
Escuela Superior Politécnica del Litoral in Guayaquil (ESPOL), Ecuador
Fulbright Scholars Association
Foundation for Science and Technology (FCT), Portugal
Fulbright Association Board of Advisors
Hackney United (London, United Kingdom) and Austin Hackney United
Invest in France, Lille, France
Kazakhstan Project Management Unit and Technoloogy Commercialization Center
KAIST, Korea
KATECH, Korea
Luleå, Sweden
Ministry of Defense, Colombia
MonterreyTechnological University
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO), Japan
Shreveport Regional Development Group, Louisiana
Toyo University, Japan
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Wharton School of Business, University of Pennsylvania

IC² institute UPDATE

Below: Conversations happening at the IC2 Institute
2015 Fellows Meeting. Upper Right: A delegation
from Luleå, Sweden visited the Institute January
12. Center left: Sean Carter (NASA), John O'Neill,
Robert Peterson and Juan Sanchez (VP for Research); Center right: Marco Bravo, Fátima São
Simão, and Heitor Alvelos. Photos by M. Cotrofeld.
Lower Right: Dave Gibson and a delegation from
New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO) of Japan. Photo by G.
Pogue.
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Kozmetsky Genius at Work:
Man in the Age of Information and Technology

G

eorge Kozmetsky, founder of the IC2 Institute, was a man
known for his genius who pondered the large questions of
society. His colleagues often described how newcomers would pull
them aside after a meeting to say, “I know that everything he talked
about was vitally important, but what did it mean,” or “What am I
supposed to do now?”

The cover image for this newsletter (and central image for the
2015  Fellows Meeting) provides a prime example of Kozmetsky’s
thinking. In addition to being a “visionary,” he was a visual thinker.
He would often bring sketches into a meeting to help share his
(usually quite complex) ideas at an intuitive level.
Before futurist David Smith was named an IC2 Institute Fellow in
1988, he was, for many years, a student of George Kozmetsky. In the
closing session of April’s Fellows meeting, Smith provided a brief
presentation and explanation of this diagram’s origins. He described
how Kozmetsky worked with his students around a drafting table—
and how his stick figures, the epitome of simplicity, still managed
to convey complex human dilemmas. The diagram was developed
around 1980 during graduate student sessions in which David Smith
IC² institute UPDATE

took part. “As a futurist, which is what I have become, I am amazed
at how accurate he was,” Smith said. “The world has become what
he predicted.”

Man in the Age of Information and Technology
While the dates  on the cover reflect the founding of the IC2 Institute
in 1977 and the year 2017 as the 40th anniversary of the Institute and
the centennial of Kozmetsky’s birth—the original dates were shown
as above: 1960 and 2000. While apparently Kozmetsky tailored his
message to his audience when he presented this drawing, and in
some ways revealed a different story with every telling, the sketch
itself portrays specifics.
One visual theme of the drawing is the expansion of information
and knowledge in the 20th century. While it is true that information
and knowledge have perhaps always grown at what each generation
perceives as an accelerated pace, certain developments have proven
to be “disruptive” in the pursuit of codifying knowledge. The most
notable developments in codifying knowledge include the invention
of paper, then the printing press, and—in the 20th century—the
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computer and its offspring, the Internet. While this drawing was
developed before the computer age was fully manifest, Kozmetsky
visually described the human dilemma of grappling with an everenlarging body of knowledge.

mastering it), was foretold well in this image—as the human figure
leans against huge banks of information and checks his watch,
perhaps waiting for a complex string of boolean search results to
provide the reply to a theoretical question. The banks of knowledge
seen here are also arrestingly similar to the appearance of UT’s
In this image series he compares the figure of 1910 standing next super-computer, with row upon row of powerful components
to a filing cabinet (representing the quantity) of knowledge that an running in concert.
individual needed to master in order to live a productive life. The
human figure appears relaxed or confident next to this knowledge- While the filing cabinet metaphor captures the thoughts surrounding
base. The human figure of 1960 seems puzzled as the individual is codified knowledge, in parallel, the year 1910 also generates a
faced with a computer-generated knowledge set that has increased spotlight that seems to indicate “technology” or the application
exponentially over time, easily 100-fold the quantity of knowledge of knowledge to solve problems. One may observe a beam of light
faced in 1910. A curious element introduced at this phase is the being re-focused in 1960 and showing exponential results (the red
round face (perhaps individual identity) being skewed as it is horn) as it winds within a double helix to form a stable beam of
pressed in a tightening arrow downward toward the year 2000. This light in the year 2000—a spotlight to illuminate a complex set of
is the only visual statement in the piece that seems to bear negative equation-based scenarios in which man and society move through
connotation.
various transformations. These transformations are the focus of the
“decision” (D1) figure surrounded by free-floating mathematical
In the 1980s, “millennium fever” had not yet gripped the attention symbols, yet fall within mathematical parameters that can be
of the world, nor had the Internet yet supplied instantaneous estimated (i.e., the  POS, AS, GRP set, and the adjoining red/yellow
accessibility of knowledge from around the globe. Yet Kozmetsky’s graph).
extrapolation for the expansion of codified knowledge for the year
—M. Cotrofeld
2000, and man’s role in simply managing information (no longer

Difficult problems in the real world can never be isolated or fixed into
disciplines established in the academic field. The knowledge generation
movement toward problem solving and application, therefore, cannot be
one, multiple, or even interdisciplinary. It must be trans-disciplinary in
its very nature.
—George Kozmetsky
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Take Note

Building the Innovation Ecosystem through S&T Policy
June 9, 10:00 a.m. CDT, Online Event http://www.gistnetwork.org/programs/gist-techconnects  
Marco Bravo will moderate a live State Department Global Innovation through Science and Technology (GIST) TechConnect online panel
on science and technology policy. This program will explore how S&T policies can help build an innovation ecosystem for entrepreneurs
as well as illuminating lessons learned from failed innovation policies from around the world.
GIST Startup Boot Camp
June 16-18, Mexico City, Mexico; Application deadline April 24
Heath Naquin, Max Green, Marco Bravo, and Aprille Raabe will manage Mexico’s first Global Innovation through Science and Technology
(GIST) Startup Boot Camp in Mexico City. Up to 25 entrepreneurial teams will undergo three days of dynamic hands-on entrepreneurial
training.
Int’l Conference on Technology Policy & Innovation
June 17-19, Milton Keynes, United Kingdom
ICTPI 2015 brings together leaders in academic, business, and government sectors worldwide to discuss issues of critical importance for
using S&T to foster regional economic development and shared prosperity at home and abroad. The IC² Institute has been a partner in
organizing ICTPI since 1997. Register at www.ictpi15.info/registration/.
Converting Technology to Wealth
Online training begins September 1; on-site in Austin October 13-22, followed by online mentorship November 2-20.
Register now and be part of the next international cohort for Converting Technology to Wealth. Email debra@ic2.utexas.edu
Society for Design & Process Science:
The 20th International Conference
November 1-5, Hyatt Regency Hotel, Dallas, Texas
CALL FOR PAPERS CURRENTLY OPEN on the topics of  Intelligent Systems; System & Design Science; Transformative Education,
Business & Communities; and Applied Science, Software Engineering & Advanced Technologies. This conference explores the vast
possibilities of highly complex systems that emerge from the pervasive, interconnected disciplinary elements of today’s science and
technology. For more information and to register visit www.sdpsnet.org.

IC² Institute Staff NOTES & “QUOTES”
Debra Dzwonczyk Receives University-wide Outstanding Staff Award

G

CG’s Assistant Director Debra Dzwonczyk received an Outstanding Staff Award from President Powers on May 7th in recognition of
her commitment to excellence and consistent high-level performance. Recipients of these awards are nominated by their supervisors,
colleagues, and peers. Debra said, “I’m both grateful and thrilled to have received this honor.” This year 30 employees of The University
of Texas at Austin were recognized with this award.

Members of IC² Institute staff have received a high incidence of recognition in recent years. In 2007 Chrissi Guerrero and Erin Harris both
received Outstanding Staff Awards; in 2011 Shannon Lundquist received an Outstanding Staff Award; and in 2014 Isaac Barchas received
an award for Supervisor of the Year. Director Robert Peterson says, “This high incidence in university-wide awards reflects the fine calibre  
and dedication of the Institute’s staff, as well as a feeling of appreciation of one co-worker for another.”

Mitch Jacobson Named as Finalist in “Austin Under 40 Awards”

A

TI Clean Energy co-manager Mitch Jacobson was named a finalist as Mentor of the Year with “Austin Under 40 Awards.” A high
number of students intern at ATI, and Jacobson has helped to guide many students and young professionals throughout their careers,
something he has loved doing. “I spend a lot of time with some of these folks, because they are (and this is going to sound cliche) our
future and our next generation,” Jacobson said. “So if I see someone with an incredible amount of potential who is looking for a mentor,
I’m happy to do that.”

